The paper presents a study on the morphology of inflatable membranes and their application in space habitat design. The study is focused on the role of physical constraints on pneumatic membranes as a form generating factor in two aspects (1) the definition of elements (primitive shapes) and (2) the definition of a set of rules. The primitive (generic) shapes for pneumatics must be in an initial equilibrium state. Said condition applies restraint on pneumatic shape primitives. We used geometric surfaces having closed analytic solutions satisfying equilibrium state under uniform internal pressure. They are all surfaces of revolution -sphere, torus, cone, cylinder, and ellipsoid. A special class of intermediate elements -compression rings and tensioned diaphragms -are introduced to support concatenation rules.
The paper presents a study on the morphology of inflatable membranes and their application in space habitat design. The study is focused on the role of physical constraints on pneumatic membranes as a form generating factor in two aspects (1) the definition of elements (primitive shapes) and (2) the definition of a set of rules. The primitive (generic) shapes for pneumatics must be in an initial equilibrium state. Said condition applies restraint on pneumatic shape primitives. We used geometric surfaces having closed analytic solutions satisfying equilibrium state under uniform internal pressure. They are all surfaces of revolution -sphere, torus, cone, cylinder, and ellipsoid. A special class of intermediate elements -compression rings and tensioned diaphragms -are introduced to support concatenation rules.
Nomenclature n φ = circumferential tension n θ = meridional tension n φ p = pressure induced circumferential tension n θ p = pressure induced meridional tension i = index of shape in assemblage p = uniform internal pressure p R = normal component of pressure R 1 = meridional radius of curvature R 2 = circumferential radius of curvature φ = circumferential coordinate θ = meridional coordinate V = set of nonterminal entities Σ = set of terminal entities V = set of production rules I = initial object (axiom) χ = integration variable
I. Introduction
OMPOSING new shapes from a set of generic elements is among the favorite techniques of architects. Behind classical principles of composition new systematic concepts have been examined during the 20 th century: Kit-of-Parts (M.van der Rohe), Generative Design and Shape grammars (Stiny and Gips) among others. The shape grammars have been defined in architectural design in a seminal article by George Stiny and James Gips in 1971 as: "A method of shape generation using grammars which take shape as primitive and have shape specific rules". The shape grammars approach is based on generative grammars introduced in theoretical linguistics by Noam Chomsky. The idea of generative grammar is that all possible expressions in a particular formal language can be produced by applying in all possible ways the set of replacement rules given by the grammar.
Motivation. The origin of architectural morphology has been largely debated in architectural theory. Here, we will consider an aspect of this discussion not quite often addressed -the impact of physical constraints on morphology. The discussion will be limited to morphology of pressurized envelopes of space habitats. Schemata of 8 using grammars to produce variations of building designs, generated through random or user selected parameter adjustment.
A significant step toward implementation of real world constraints in procedural modeling has been made by Whiting et al. in their recent work 9 , where the structural feasibility check is implemented into procedural modeling of buildings. They use an energy function as a measure of infeasibility, and apply gradient-based optimization to select rule parameters that satisfy structural stability constraints. While existing structural analysis tools focus heavily on providing a stress state analysis, the proposed method automatically tunes a set of designated free parameters to obtain forms that are structurally sound. Users of the system may not have intuition about the mechanics that govern structural stability, or knowledge of traditional proportions used in building design.
B. Space Habitat Pressurized Shells
Space architecture is a loosely defined emerging branch. Architects and architectural approaches are involved in interior design of space stations probably since Skylab. Nevertheless, their role in outline design of existing space habitat modules is marginal.
The outer form of modules is dictated by the size and shape of the launch vehicle and the need to contain an atmosphere, but expandable (inflatable) modules should not strictly follow the outline of the launch vehicle cargo bay. The morphology of space habitat pressurized shells may be categorized in two groups. The first group uses generic shapes for the artificial atmosphere envelope -sphere, torus, cylinder with end caps and rarely a cone, as well as other shapes that are "inflatable-like", i.e. the morphology of pressure vessels and inflatables. The second group tries to modify the bubbles of pneumatics into forms that are more familiar to architects -nearly flat walls, orthogonal or hexagonal nesting.
All the practically developed inflatable space habitats fall within the first group -TransHab and the Bigelow Aerospace modules derived from it. Widely accepted as de facto standard in expandable/inflatable space habitats, they comprise a rigid structural core and multilayer inflatable envelope. Bigelow modules reproduce the most common shape of pressure vessel -cylindrical body with hemispherical end caps. TransHab shares its morphology with the automotive tire; even the webbing pattern is made in the same manner as radial tire cord reinforcement. A spherical lunar habitat implemented in different sizes and of different materials has been proposed in a scope of works ranging from the pioneering work of von Braun 10 to recent feasibility studies 11, 12 . An example of the second group of inflatable habitat designs is the "prismoidal" inflatable modular structure demonstrating orthogonal nesting, and shaped in a non-trivial way by applying a high pressure tubular pneumatic frame 13 . A "bubble cluster" is used in an early design made in SICSA. In an ESA sponsored study, rigid elements are used to modify an inflatable rotational ellipsoid.
Many architects and designers explore out-ofatmosphere architecture. These projects are preliminary or visionary designs meant to be inflatable. In my search of literature I found the most nontrivial yet structurally feasible inflatables in the works of Paul Jungmann 14 long before the CAD revolution. This was probably due to the fact that Jungman used real inflatables to create his designs. The CAD systems and especially 3D model tools are almost entirely devoid of physical properties of models created.
C. Pressure Vessel
The term pressure vessel is self-descriptive enough but we list different kinds of pressure vessels here:
− industrial pressure vessels -boilers, chemical reactors, compressed gas storage facilities − pressurized aircraft and spacecraft cabins − submarine pressure hulls − super-pressure balloons and dirigibles − Rocket and launch vehicle propellant tanks − EVA spacesuits Pressure vessels and pressure stabilized shell structures are an essential part of aerospace systems and have been studied comprehensively 15, 16 . There are huge quantities of manuals, handbooks, and design codes on industrial pressure vessels -boilers, tanks, and reactors 17, 18 . The most relevant information on aerospace pressure vessels may be found in specialized literature. Recently, non-axisymmetrical pressure vessels have been investigated for future blended body aircraft. Structural analysis of highly pressurized membranes of inflatable space habits may be found there 19 .
III. Approach
The main concept of grammar design as used for example in architecture is based on a shape grammar utilizing a rule-driven procedure. Starting from initial axiom shape, rules are applied to replace shapes by other shapes. The rule has a labeled shape on the left hand side, called the "predecessor," and one or multiple shapes and commands on the right hand side, called the "successor."
A. Definitions
Production systems are defined for specific objects. For example, strings in Chomski's grammars or shapes in shape grammars. The set of objects on which a specific system operates is called the vocabulary U . The vocabulary consists of terminal symbols Σ ⊆ U and nonterminal symbols V ⊆ U . A production system contains a list of productions R in the form:
Objects are produced by starting with an initial object I , and repeatedly applying productions. This is called the production process. The initial object is an arbitrary combination of objects from the vocabulary, and it is called the axiom. The set of entities generated by application of grammar rules are denoted as 'words' in formal languages. In pressure vessel design the composition of sections is usually denoted as "stack." We will denote the "assemblages" set of shapes.
"Coalescence" will be used to denote a union of entities.
B. Overview
The proposed approach selects rule parameters by determining values that will make the model stand in initial equilibrium configuration
The structures were modeled as an assemblage of generic shapes and explicit analysis of the force distributions at the interfaces between adjacent elements was substituted by geometric parameter search or conditional rules. Since geometry and stress distribution are strongly coupled in the membrane model used in this study the initial equilibrium can be found by choosing parameters of concatenated shapes, and by adding compression or auxiliary tension elements where needed.
Rule Extraction
The procedural rules in said examples may be derived from informal rules of architectonic composition theory and praxis by formalization refining it to algorithmically interpretable level. However, the pressurized membranes are a relatively new and unfamiliar building system and generally the pressure vessel design is not a part of the architect's compendium. On the other hand, industrial pressure vessel design is a mature branch of structural engineering and like civil engineering it is codified in "design by rules".
There are guidelines for pressure vessel design according to Bednar 17 :
1. All external loads must be applied in such a way that the internal stress reactions are produced in the plane of the shell only. Membrane stress analysis assumes that the basic shell resistance forces are tension and that a membrane cannot respond with bending or transverse shear forces. 2. Any boundary reactions, such as those at supports, must be located in the meridional tangent plane, otherwise transverse shear and bending stresses develop in the shell boundary region. 3. The shell including the boundary zone must be free to deflect under the action of the stress resultants. Any constraints cause bending and transverse shear stresses in the shell. 4. The change of meridional curve is slow and without cusps or sharp bends. Otherwise bending and transverse shear stresses will be included at such gross geometrical discontinuities. 5. The membrane stress resultants are assumed uniformly distributed across the wall thickness. This can be assumed if the ratio of the radius of curvature [R] to the wall thickness [t] is about R/t ≥ 10 and the change in the wall thicknesses, if any, is very gradual. 6. The radial stress σ r is small and can be neglected. A plane state of stress is assumed. 7. The middle surface of the entire shell is assumed to be continuous from one section of the shell component to another across any discontinuity. At the junction the lines of action of the meridional stress resultant N+ are not collinear and this eccentricity introduces additional stresses. 8. The loadings are such that the shell deflections [ΔR] are small (ΔR ≤ t/2) and in the elastic range.
To summarize, a shell will carry the load by membrane stresses only if it is thin, properly shaped, and correctly supported.
Momentless Shell
Linear membrane theory is the limiting case corresponding to a zero-order approximation, or momentless state. Thin shells, in general, display large stresses and deflections when subjected to relatively small bending moments. Therefore, in the design of thin shells, the condition of bending stresses is minimized or totally avoided. If, in the equilibrium equations of such shells all moment expressions are neglected, the resulting shell theory is called membrane theory, and the stressed state is referred to as a momentless state of stress and such shells are referred to as momentless shells 20, 21 . The membrane stress is considered primary for mechanical loads. The vessel geometries can be broadly divided into plate-and shell-type configurations. The plate-type construction used in flat covers (e.g. airlocks) resists pressure by bending, while the shell-type membrane action operates identically to what happens in membrane under pressure. Generally speaking the shell-type construction is the preferred form because it requires less thickness (as can be demonstrated analytically) and therefore is more structurally efficient no mater what material is used for its manufacture -flexible membrane or rigid metal. Shell-type pressure components resist pressure primarily by membrane action. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics There are two types of shells that comply with this membrane theory:
1. shells sufficiently flexible so that they are physically incapable of resisting bending, and 2. shells that are flexurally stiff but loaded and supported in a manner that avoids the introduction of bending strains.
The membrane hypothesis produces the simplest and most readily solvable system of shell equations. If the wall of the shell is thin and there are no abrupt changes in thickness, slope, or curvature and if the loading is uniformly distributed or smoothly varying and symmetric, the bending responses can be very small and negligible.
The equilibrium condition of uniformly pressurized membrane is expressed as 22 :
where N is the membrane tensor and p is the pressure.
C. Geometry of Surface of Revolution
A surface of revolution is generated by the rotation of a plane curve about an axis in its plane. This generating curve is called a meridian. The intersections of the generated surface with planes perpendicular to the axis of rotation are parallel circles and are called parallels. For such surfaces, the lines of curvature are its meridians and parallels. A convenient selection of surface coordinates is the curvilinear coordinate system θ and φ, where θ is the angle between the normal to the surface and the axis of rotation and φ is the angle determining the position of a point on the corresponding parallel, with reference to some datum meridian. Fig. 2 shows a meridian of a surface of revolution. Let R 0 be the distance of one of its points normal to the axis of rotation and R 1 its radius of curvature. In future equations, we will also need the length R 2 , measured on a normal to the meridian between its intersection with the axis of rotation and the shell surface. Noting that R 0 = R 2 sin θ, the surface of the shell of revolution is completely described by R 1 and R 2 which are functions of only one of the curvilinear coordinates, θ. R 0 will be the radius of curvature when θ = π/2.
In the generating procedure, we use a set of basic shapes that certainly are in initial equilibrium under uniform internal pressure. There is a class of surfaces of revolution relevant to this criterion and widely used in pressure vessel design. Most common designs include sphere, cylinder, cone, ellipsoids, and torus section.
D. Procedure-Driven Pressure Vessel Design
Stages of shape grammar development are usually: shapes > spatial relations > rules > shape grammar > designs Figure 2 . Geometry of shell of revolution. Redrawn from Otto. 22 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The production process follows the sequence described in Müller et al. 8 A configuration is a finite set of basic shapes. The production process can start with an arbitrary configuration of shapes I, called the axiom, and proceeds as follows:
1. Select an active shape with symbol B in the set. 2. Choose a production rule with B on the left hand side to compute a successor for B, a new set of shapes B new . 3. Mark the shape B as inactive and add the shapes B new to the configuration and continue with step (1).
"Active shape" or "marked shape" are actually nonterminal symbols in shape grammar implementations.
When the configuration contains no more nonterminals, the production process terminates.
Production rules are defined in the following form:
id: predecessor : cond => successor : prob
where id is a unique identifier for the rule, predecessor is a symbol identifying a shape that is to be replaced by successor, and cond is a guard (logical expression) that has to be evaluated in order to apply the rule. The rule is selected with probability prob. While condition cond contains a left hand shape as argument, such defined rules are case sensitive. For example, the rule:
1: S i S (i+1) : knuckle => S i Dph S i+1
replaces the shapes S i S i+1 by three shapes S i Dph S i+1 or in other words, inserts diaphragm Dph if a knuckle has occurred in the joint between S i and S i+1 . Since the shell of revolution is defined by its meridional curve, the form-finding procedure is reduced to finding the meridional curve. Thus, the problem is dimensionally reduced from 3D to 2D. The membrane state imposes constraints on the minimum radius of meridional of curvature 3 described by Eq. (2) below. If generic shapes are limited to sphere, cylinder, cone, and torus sectors, the meridional curve will be a polyline -i.e., a curve composed of lines and arches.
The key feature of our approach is that we automatically choose rule parameters according to physical constraints. In order to evaluate physical constraints some information from momentless shell theory will be needed.
E. Initial Equilibrium Finding
The method selects rule parameters by determining values that will make the model stand in an equilibrium configuration. For axisymmetrical membranes, Eq. (1) leads to 
Using Eq. (2) and having in mind p p R = , finally we obtain for circumferential membrane tension:
For a membrane in equilibrium the membrane tension is always nonnegative n φ p ≥ 0 therefore,
That clear geometrical condition may be easily implemented into production rules. Thus, the shape obtained by application of this constraint on the minimum meridional curvature is expressing the physical condition for a non-wrinkled membrane. The condition (3) means that discontinuity cannot be maintained only by membrane action. An intermediate element should be inserted in places where discontinuity occurs. To define the type of discontinuity we will use terms accepted in pressure vessel engineering: knuckle and flair as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In knuckle points a compression ring must be inserted, in flair points a tension hoop or diaphragm perpendicular to the axis of revolution. Figure 4 shows two coalescent spheres and the forces occurring in the intersection line. The membrane can not maintain out-of-plane forces. Therefore they should be borne by an additional element. In the example it is an edge cable supported membrane situated in the plane of the forces. We will denote such an element as a "diaphragm". A simple hoop cable is a possible solution as well.
F. Shape Grammar for Pressure Vessel Assemblage
Building models are most naturally constructed as a union of volumetric shapes 23 .
1D: Axisymmetric Case
Let us begin with a one-dimensional "string of shapes". Keeping axial symmetry we will be able to keep symmetry of stress distribution and to have a clear criterion on how to apply constraints of the membrane hypothesis. The shape grammar will be simplified to a grammar generating strings of symbols. 
Generic Shapes
The simplest construction uses a sphere as the basic primitive. The first extension will include a cylinder, cone and torus segment presented by their generator curves: lines and arc respectively. Further surfaces of revolution are generated by conic section curves -paraboloid, hyperboloid, ellipsoid and isotensoid. The initial shape (axiom) must include the axis of revolution which is common for all shapes. The inherent coordinate system will have its origin at the center of I and the x coordinate will be the said axis of revolution.
Then a string of shapes (1D assemblage) is generated by semantically driven rules, arranged in a way as to satisfy typological requirements. As usual, volumetric primitives intersect each other. Intersection lines will be circles concentric to the axis of revolution and their longitudinal section will be presented as points. Due to axial symmetry the axial section is representative enough. Primitives will be presented by lines, circles and arcs, as far as primitives are limited to first extension. Their joining will represent the resulting shape. The next step after joining two entities is the discontinuity check. Symbolically it may be notated as a given function ; insert diaphragm flair :
The shape dimensions can be either fixed or parametric. A parametric shape is commonly called a schema. In order to locate a specifically sized schema in a drawing, each schema has a transformation function associated with it. A shape grammar generates a design through the application of schema rules. A rule is in the form S i , → S i+1 where S i and S i+1 are schemata.
To make the statement clear and the output more consistent, the geometrical parameters can be set within a limited range of discrete values -an approach applied in many parametric CAD systems.
The other constraint to be implemented in rules is the constraint on minimum meridional radius of curvature, as represented by inequality (3). Coaxial sphere, cylinder and cone always satisfy inequality (3). For the torus sector the condition is context-sensitive: it depends on the point where it is joined to the neighbor section.
The interaction between two generic shapes will be described first. Stresses and deformations introduced by internal pressure (as govern external load) can be determined for each part separately.
As a first step, we propose a straightforward algorithm that applies physical constraints as conditional rules affecting directly generated shapes instead of a parametric search or optimization loop. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the foregoing. 
Alternative Implementation by Meridional Curve
Since the shell of revolution is entirely determined by its axis of revolution and its meridian it is possible to construct a 2D shape grammar with very simple rules generating the desired curve. The generator curve grows from initial point to terminal point by successive steps (sectors). Obviously, the meridian must have its starting and ending point laying on the axis of revolution to form a closed shell. The nonterminal symbol of such a grammar may be a local coordinate system associated with the end of the last (opened) section of the generator curve. Traditionally in shape grammars this has been done by using labeled points and lines to mark where the rule can apply. The discontinuity check will be directly obtained from parameters of the next section, specifically its starting angle with respect to local coordinates. In this way the rules will not be context-sensitive. Moreover, thus implemented grammar will be a regular grammar. Regular grammar has rules: In our framework they will be modified to parametric rules. The nonterminal symbol A is presented by the local coordinate system associated with the open end of the generated curve. Parameters should include the length of the next section and the radius of arc. A special rule will deal with discontinuities by means of rotation of local coordinates and adding an intermediate element -a compression or tension ring. The physical constraints will be implemented as constrained input parameters.
The growth of a generator curve and an example shape are illustrated on Fig. 6 .
2 and 3 Dimensional Generative Grammars
The next step is the extension of generative procedures in more dimensions. We will keep placing the objects along axes, using more then one axis. The most common axis topologies on a plane are: grid (array); rotational symmetry (polar array, star topology); and tree topology. An array of spheres constructs a well-known "mattress" as shown in Fig.7 . The diaphragms as already shown in a row of spheres in Fig. 4 might be coalescent. That is not only a metaphor. Such an outcome can be obtained in the case of 3 coalescent bubbles (spheres) and placing diaphragms according to rules (4) the diaphragms will intersect each other. A procedure for joining the diaphragms, and for compensating open stresses, results in the formation of a foam-like structure. Thus openings and a net of diaphragms and tendons will appear instead of walls between the bubbles. The geometry of this internal structure must be designed by means of a finite element form-finding method such as Dynamic Relaxation or Force Density 24 .
Transfer to 3-dimensional nesting will increase the complexity of interaction between shape primitives. A simple example of spheres nested on a space lattice is shown on Fig. 8 . Using that technique a structure analogous to multiple-dome structures may be constructed. Whereas masonry domes and vaults are structures designed to be all in compression, the Macrofoam will be all in tension. An initial try toward implementation of that idea is illustrated in Figs. 8 and Fig. 10 .
IV. Evaluation
Traditionally, standard 3D CAD packages, like Autodesk AutoCAD, Rhino 3D etc. offer many different tools to manipulate geometry, and therefore almost any structural system can be created within such program environment. The main disadvantage is the lack of physical constraints on geometry created by such tools. On the other hand, existing structural analysis tools focus heavily on providing analysis of the stress state of already known geometry. The "third way" is the solution of inverse problem -to find geometry when stress distribution is known is solved in the so-called formfinding process.
A principal step in membrane structure design is the finding of an initial equilibrium shape or the so called formfinding. Frei Otto noted that "only a fraction of all imaginable shapes can be formed pneumatically." 22 Formfinding is a heuristic process of imaging pneumatically formable shapes based on strict physical constraints. Analytical models based on exact equation solutions are possible only for a small number of highly symmetrical shapes. A finite element analysis (FEA) computer model is needed for more complex shapes. The surfaces are divided into a number of small finite elements such as triangles, for example. Therefore, all possible geometries can be calculated. There are two theories: the linear Force Density Approach with links as finite elements and the nonlinear Dynamic Relaxation Method with finite triangles 24 . Form-finding software for pneumatic structures is available as part of commercial packs for membrane structure design. Form-finding methods implemented in that software have an inherent limitation in control over outcome shapes 25, 26 . An alternative approach is to use a shape grammar with production rules that iteratively evolve a design by creating more and more details. The parametric nature of shape grammars, and their ability to deal with physical form rather than abstract elements, give them significant advantages over traditional production systems for geometry-based engineering design. Procedural generative systems such as Müller and Wonka 8 apply a split of the current shape into multiple shapes, repeating one shape multiple times, and component split creating new shapes on components (e.g. faces or edges) of the current shape. They are focused on detailing volumetric shapes. Our goal is to generate shapes rather than detail them. What may be misinterpreted as detailing: the intermediate elements introduced forward are strongly coupled with physical constraints and are a part of the primary structure rather than detail. Detailing, by adding different types of apertures -illuminators, airlocks etc. -is beyond the scope of the present text.
V. Discussion
Procedural modeling of space-based pressurized (inflatable or rigid) modules is one possible application of the described implementation of shape grammars. The other is the examination of the "syntax" of shapes intended to be applied as inflatable parts of space habitats and analysis of design rules of existing structures. For instance, the pressurized volume of the International Space Station may be parsed as a branch of orthogonal axes and rotational bodies generated along the said axes.
Rules in architectural literature are very powerful, but typically abstract and under-specified, so they can be applied only by humans. Shape grammars are a step toward more strict definition of particular rules. Software implementation needs more rigorously to define rules but that will result in reduced flexibility. Production systems as presented above are simple enough to be compiled by hand.
Traditionally, shape grammars treat shapes as non-atomic elements that can be decomposed and reassembled in an arbitrary way. This allows the application of rules to consequential shapes. This shape emergence is hard to be formalized and implemented in code. Even with just one rule for each shape the application of rules is undetermined because they can be applied to multiple shapes within a figure. The problem with computations using the specific algebraic representations of shape grammars is that they can be subject to ambiguity, combinatorial explosion and infinite numbers of emerging possibilities. This can be avoided by means of a set-based representation which 
VI. Conclusion
This work proposes the use of shape grammars as the framework for a pressure vessel architectural design system. As first step the parameters that modify the output structure according to physical constraints are implemented in rules and no computation or user input parameters are needed. In further development standard form-finding procedures may be implemented in a parametric optimization loop.
Buildings, regardless of whether they are terrestrial or celestial, are most naturally constructed as a union of volumetric shapes. Creating and arranging in space are only a part of the process of combining generic pneumatic shapes to new pneumatic shapes. Because membrane structures are forming active structures, a number of solutions must be applied to redistribute stresses toward a new equilibrium state. Such solutions can be obtained through parametric generative rules. The user selects a set of free parameters filtered to reach a stable structure. Typical examples may be the radius of a next-step meridional curve or the width of a next primitive.
